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Computing a distance between a 
source code directory and another 
source code directory.
Introduction
Sometimes it is important to see how much a vendor's source code tree is deviating from an upstream 
open source project such as the Linux kernel, as big deviations potentially mean increased maintenance 
costs, as changes/fixes might need to be backported from the official version.
In this document a method to compute a score to quantify possible maintenance costs is proposed.
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Detailed description
Sometimes it is important to see how much a vendor's source code tree is deviating from an upstream 
open source project such as the Linux kernel, as big deviations potentially mean increased maintenance 
costs, as changes/fixes might need to be backported from the official version. In the case of the Linux 
kernel having code in the upstream version means that many thousands of people look at the code and 
the pool of potential maintainers of the code is drastically increased.
To find out how close one directory of files is to another directory of files a score showing how close 
the two are can be computed: the lower the score, the closer they are.
Computing a distance





For exact matching a standard cryptographic checksum like SHA256, SHA1 or MD5 can be used. For 
fuzzy matching the “locality sensitive hash” such as TLSH[1] is used. When comparing two files TLSH 
will compute a number: the higher the number, the further apart the two files are.
1 Trend Micro Locality Sensitive Hash - https://github.com/trendmicro/tlsh
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Each of these actions can be assigned a score, for example:
1. not modified: 0 points
2. modified: score computed by TLSH
3. new: a fixed score, equivalent to, or slightly more, than the maximum score of TLSH, for 
example 400
4. deleted files: 0 points, as deleted files do not pose a maintenance risk
The process works as follows: first a specific version A of a software package is unpacked to a 
directory. This can either be an archive, or a checkout of a so called “branch” in a Git repository, 
etcetera. This is the version that another version B should be compared to.
Then version B of a software package is unpacked to a directory. Again, this can be an archive, or a 
checkout of a Git branch, etcetera.
Then for all real files (ignoring symbolic links, pipes, sockets, and so on) in version A all checksums 
(SHA256 or MD5) are computed. The same is done for version B. Optionally only a subset of files (for 
example: source code files) can be looked at. All files that are identical in both directories (same 
pathname and filename, and same checksum) are ignored. A score counter is set to 0.
For all files that are not identical in both trees it is first determined if the file in B is new. If so, the 
maximum score is added to the score counter. For all remaining files the TLSH value is compared in 
both trees and the TLSH distance between the two files is computed. This distance is added to the score 
counter.
It should be noted that some files might be too small for TLSH to compute a score as TLSH needs a 
minimum amount of bytesto work. As the threshold is very low (50 bytes, 256 bytes in older versions) 
and lower than source code files typically are these very small files can be safely ignored. TLSH also 
needs enough entropy in the files to work. Normal source code files have enough entropy to work, so if 
there is no TLSH score for these files they can be safely ignored.
As an alternative the new files in version B can also be compared to all the other files in version A. As 
files tend to be copied from a template, or start out as another file this can sometimes be relevant.
The score can be reported in various ways: one way is to report a total score, another way is to report a 
normalized score, where the total score is divided by the total number of files in the directory. Both 
have their merits and which score to use depends on the circumstances.
Steps
1. unpack version A of package to a directory, either from an archive or Git branch
2. unpack version B of package to a directory, either from an archive or Git branch
3. initialize a score counter to 0
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4. for each file in version A: compute SHA256 or an equivalent checksum and store in a data 
structure allowing lookups. Optionally only a subset of files can be looked at (for example: 
source code files).
5. for each file in version B: compute SHA256 or an equivalent checksum. Optionally only a 
subset of files can be looked at (for example: source code files).
6. for each file in version B: check if an identical file (checksum, pathname, file name) can be 
found in the checksums for version A
7. for each file in B for which no identical match could be found:
a) check if the file is new or a modification. If a file is new, add a fixed score (for example: 
400) to the score counter and continue with the next file.
b) if the file is a modification compute the TLSH score for the file in both A and B and add the 
score to the score counter. If no score could be computed continue with the next file
8. report the total score. Optionally normalize the score first (example: divide the score by the total 
number of files in the directory)
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